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Brand Overview



please allow me to introduce myself...
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Authentic. 
Passionate. 
Irreverent.
Unpredictable. 
Democratic.

That’s what rock is. 

And, in the first and foremost of all brand 
identity guidelines, that’s what Hard Rock 
should be. Whether it’s a Hard Rock Cafe,
Hotel, Casino, Bar, Intergalactic Bus Station, 
or the Hard Rock company as a whole.

That’s the first and broadest filter that 
should be applied to our branding efforts.

But the devil, as they say, is in the details. So
the rest of this binder focuses on a narrower 
set of guidelines related to our look, our 
visual identity. 

In either case, the goal (like the song) 
remains the same: to ensure that we 
preserve and enhance our most precious 
asset, the Hard Rock brand.

Guideline #1

passionateauthentic

rock is …

unpredictableirreverent

democratic
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Logo, Identity & Typography
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Color
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From sunsets, swimsuits, beach towels and 
umbrellas, tropical cocktails, exotic flowers to 
purple mountains, snowboards and ski suits.  

Inspired by these attributes,
Purple is the preferred primary accent color
for the Resort Hotel Brand.

print: pms 668
 or cmyk: 65 64 0 30
 or pms metallic purple 8803

or matching foil 

rgb: 66 450 111

hex#: 42326f

Accent Color
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The accent color can be applied on the back 
of key cards (if the front is black), to call out a
word or phrase in headlines, as a stroke or 
keyline in your design. It should be a 
complement to black in all ad/marketing and
in-room collateral—ie: brochures, sales kits,  
print campaigns, web sites, email blasts, etc.

There are going to be exceptions. Using
colors that deviate from the designated 
Hotel color palette may be acceptable in 
one-off applications—ie: invitations, 
specialty promo items, etc.  These instances 
should be rare, well-motivated and 
thoroughly thought through. And they
should be approved by Creative Services in 
Orlando.
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Photography
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Musical References
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Recap
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Stationery Collateral
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Misusage & Exceptions
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